S E I R I O S Simple
Robots for everyone!

Manual Controls
Directly control robot Using the on
screen easy-to-use controller.

Instant Task Execution
Execute premade tasks created on
Seirios RNS

Queueing & Scheduling
Queue tasks to run or schedule
them for later.

"

The philosophy of making robots accessible for everyone is further

pronounced here with Seirios Simple. With a simple interface where users
can click-and-run tasks, users can easily control robots without technical
knowledge or additional training.

Clean large interface
Powered by the magic of web
responsive technology, Seirios
Simple can be run on a device
as small as a mobile phone and
even on tablets. There's no
need to need to buy additional
expensive hardware.

Tap to launch
Once you are logged in,
you'll be prompted to load
the map of interest with
all the tasks. Just tap the
task of interest and robot
start moving!

Deployment and
Integration?
One of Seirios’ superiorities
lies in the easy deployment
and
integration
process.
Installation can be done in
less than an hour no
additional hardware required
and simply operate it from
any device you have on you.

Industries we're working with

Uses computer vision to understand
3D surroundings, enabling robots to
reliably run in complex environments.
The software is running onboard of
the robot, eliminating any risk of
latency

Industrial

Robust

On board
computation

Cleaning

Use Seirios on any device.
No additional hardware required

AI-enabled technology delivers
performance in terms of localization
and navigation at par human level

Services

Movel AI delivers human-like precision and
movements to robots; combining sensor

Hardware
Agnostic

On board
computatio
Accuracy

Use Seirios on any robots of any shape
of sizes*

Versatile

Sensor fusion algorithm enabled high
accuracy navigation system at
a lower cost

Reduce
Cost

Save a lot of time in development and
deployments process by providing a
ready to use solution

Save time

fusion, vision and machine learning & artificial
intelligence technologies.

Software Requirements
To enjoy Seirios Simple at its optimum resolution, you will need a mobile
device that supports a minimum resolution of 768 x 1024

Licensing
License Price / Robot

SGD$ 500

**Pre-requisite- SeiriOS RNS

Contact us today!

Web based
system for an easy Integration

Sleek User Interface
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